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GREEKS GET DOWN

BROKEN DOWN

Kappa Delta sorority
raises thousands for
charity at 'Shakedown'

Knights fall as turnovers lead to
19 Southern Miss. points -SEESPORTS,A7

- SEE NEWS, A2

(.
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SGA election fills 46 seats,
approves two amendments,
schedules three run-offs

SGA ELECTION RESULTS

Arts and Humanities
Seat 7: Austin Smith
Seat 2: Patrick Defaria
Seat 3:Eric Eingold
Seat 4:Julie Sackett

'

NATALIE MORERA and JESSICA SUNDAY
Contributing Writers

Health &Public Affairs

The Student Government Association
announced the results of its senatorial elections
Thursday, reporting that 46 out of 52 seats were
filled and both amendments passed. Riin-off elections for three seats will take place early in October and the remaining three open seats will be
appointed.
Senate
elections were held
outside the Student Union Monday
through
Wednesday, while
individual
prospective senators set up voting
stations in strategic places around
campus.

Seat 1: Whitney Mackay
Seat 2: Sean Whitaker
Seat 3: Tabatha Calabrese
Seat 4:Jennifer Upinski
Seat 5: Logan Berkowitz
Seat 6: Victoria Manglardi
Seat 7: Sloane Rosenberg

Biomedical Sciences
Seat 1: Dane Schlinsky

College of Sciences

(

Seat 1: Aida Latorre
Seat 2: Alexde Lara
Seat 3:Caroline Talev
Seat 4: Nick Gianinni
Seat 5 (Run-off): Alex Berkun,
Brooke Latta
Seat 6: Stephen Mortellaro
Seat 7: Stefanie Matthews
Seat 8: Brian Sandor
Seat 9(Run-off): Richard Skandera, .
JennyZilner

i(

Alexzandar

Education
Seat 7: Kristen Kushner
Seat2: Adam Giery
Seat 3: AndrewJohnson
Seat 4:Josh Abolafia
Seat 5:M(J)( Friedman
Seat 6: Sara Toigo

(<

Business
Seat 1:Anthony Furbush
Seat 2:Michael Opperman
Seat 3: Sean Lavin
Seat 4: Matt Passarella
Seat 5: Rafael Padron
Seat 6: Gaston Blanchet
Seat 7: Sarah Biggar
Seat 8: Brian Peterson
Seat 9: Kaitlyn Kludjian
Seat 10: Brett Upinsky

Masic, a 20-yearold
computer
engineering major
and senatorial candidate, was among
those asking students for their
votes.
"A lot of people
- NEPHTALIE PIERRE
LAW STUDIES MAJOR
are very hostile
·toward us," Masic
"Some
said.
respond in a positive way. They'll help us out, cast
a vote and make it count. Then some-people are
in a rush or don't care."
Krystal Serino, elections supervisor, said
·many students were drawn into the tent she
worked by the freebies offered or the btistle of
activity.
. ."A lot of people get drawn into our tent
because of the shirts," Serino said. "We get a lot of
[students asking] 'What are you doing?' They
want to vote, they want the free shirt. All [Monfor people to vote."
day] morning there was a
But a vast majority of students chose not to
vote. While some simply preferred to abstain,
others said they were unaware that the elections
were taking place at all
"I just wish that they had advertised more,"
law.studies major Nephtalie Pierre said. "All I see
is a poster on a wall with representatives and I
don't even know what they are representing."
One voter knew one candidate, but not others.
''I voted for the free shirt,'' said Nathan Hqtaling, a 22-year-old mechanical engineering major. ·
"I knew one of the people and I was randomly

line

Engineering and Comp. Sciences
Seat 1: Sarah Rogers
Seat2:A/exzandrMasic
Seat 3: Ricky Ly
Seat 4: Reece 7hompson
Seat 5 (Runoff): Eric Mossor,
Charles Spanos
Seat 6:Joseph Cowap
1

"I just wish that
they had
advertised more.
All Isee is a
poster on a wall
with
representatives
and Idon't even
,know what they
are
representing."

For more election results see page A6
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•
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Atent was set up in front of the Student Union Monday through Wednesday for the 2006 SGA senatorial elections. Students who voted received a free T-shirt.
Besides electing new Senate members, stlidents also voted on two amendments dealing with the SGA line of succession. Some students chose not to vote.

Search engine
man-powered

UFO enthusiast comes to UCF
Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

..

.

ChaCha Search, a new search engine, is hoping
to revolutionize the way Internet users find information.
The search engine reaches beyond the typical
"enter term here" process by using a human-tohuman interaction rather than a human-to-computer interface.
• ChaCha inventor Scott A. Jones, the man
behind the creation of voice mail as well as the
technology used for iPods and iTunes, claims the
engine will be the biggest thing he's ever done.
Jones' previous technologies are used by over half
a billion people.
The site connects the user directly to a
"guide": a liv~ person that is trained to help
searchers find what they're looking for. A small
chat box on the side of the screen complements
the search and allows both the user and the ~de
to work together to acquire the requested information.
The gui~e begins by asking questions to ~et to
the core of the of the user's search. These questions are then used to eliminate irrelevant Web
PLEASE SEE SEARCH ON

A2

Robert Hastings came to UCF
on Monday night to inform students of what he called the reality
of UFOs in America Hastings was
brought to school by the Campus
Activities Board Speakers Committee and its· director, Kevin
Chen.
"It was exciting to have him
here, and we had a pretty good
him-out" Chen said.
·
·Hastings began his speech by
telling students he was directly
involved in the sighting of UFOs
in March 1967. Hastings, who
described himself as an ·~ Force
brat,'' spent his teenage years living on the Malmstrum Air Force
Base in Montana He claimed to be
present in an air traffic control
tower when "five unidentified aerial targets" were spotted by the
controllers. This began his interest in UFOs and other space crafts
and he has been researching ever
since.
After introducing himself to the
audience and recalling his initial
UFO eiperience, Hastings began a
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ordinary
GEPclass
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JAIME JOSHI·
ContributingWriter

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE

Robert Hastings speaks to a crowd at UCF on Monday about his research into UFOs. Hastings says that he
does not blame the governme.nt for being secretive about UFOs, but that people should know the truth.

slideshow that he produced and
narrated.
The timeline ran from 1948

through 1985; and contained many
PLEASE SEE HASTINGS ONA6

Professors often' quote wise
men in their lectures. Philosophy professors talk about
Socrates and Kant. English
professors memorialize Shakespeare and Hemingway. Biology professors launch into passionate discourses about
Darwin, and in Contemporary
Popular Music: Punk in the
History and Practice of Rock,
Dr. Eugene Montague rhapsodizes about Joe Strum.mer,
Wayne Kramer and Joey
Ramone.
"My interest in the punk
movement is what inspired me
to teach this class,'' Montague
said. "Not just as a fan or
as someone who grew up
PLEASE SEE
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GreekS 'Shakedown' for charity

CAMPUS
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep current with!headlines
.
you may have rissed
63 Kazakh children infected with
HIV; some blame corruption

JEN GLANTZ
Contributing Writer

Interview practice
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host interview practice sessions today at
the Career Resource Center,
Building 7F, Room 185 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m..
Students will have a chance
to practice their interview skills
· to give them practice to prepare
for interviews for jobs or
internships.
·
For more information, contact Annie Ware at (407) 8232361.

"Bringing sexy back" was
the slogan for the annual
Kappa Delta Shakedown held
Sunday. The Pegasus Ballroom
was packed with students
cheering on their favorite
teams as they performed original dance routines to the latest
jams.
The sorority's event helped
raise money for the Llsa Merlin
House for battered women and
children, a philanthropy the
UCF chapter has worked with
for nine years.
"The Lisa Merlin house is a
safe haven for women to go to
raise their children in a healthy
non-abusive environment," .
said Victoria Manglardi, vice
president of public relations
for KD. ''We chose this philanthropy because it really focuses on helping children grow up
in a loving home located right
in Orlando."
All proceeds from the event
will be given directly to the
Lisa Merlin House to help the
women furnish their newlybuilt house.
"I a~solutely love · KD
Shakedown because it brings
out so many talented organiza·tions in helping to raise money
for a good cause," Manglardi
said. "Everyone loves to dance,
so it's a great way to raise
money for the Lisa Merlin
House."
This year's Shakedown g-0al
was to raise $3,000, $500 more
than last year. According to
Manglardi's preliminary estimate, at least $3,000 was raised.
Sorority Zeta Tau Alpha and

Fitness Orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting b;t Room 204.
These fitness orientations
are scheduled 60-minute sessions, designed to introduce
students to the machines and
facilities of recreation center, as
well as the weight floor.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment, contact Stephanie Gaski at (407)
823-2408

Culture and Fine Arts lecture
Campus Activities Board's
Culture and Fine Arts committee will host a lecture by Robert
DiYanni today at the Student
Union, Room 316A from 11 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
DiYanni is· the director of
International Services at the
College Board, has written and
edited more than 35 books, and
has taught at several universi. ties, including Harvard. DiYanni's lecture is titled "Thinking
Critically about Images."
For more information, contact Jonathan Scarboro at (407)
823-6471.

Sorority event
The Mu Iota Chapter of the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority will
host their Crimson and Cream
Dream reception Saturday
from 8 to 11 p.m. in the Cape
Florida Ballroom of the Student
Union.
The reception will benefit
the American Heart Association, and a $10 donation is
requested.
The attire will be after-five
"cocktail" style, and tickets will
be sold both in advance .a nd at
the door.
For more information, contact Melonie Hagger at (904)
294-5921,'

fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon
were the winners of-the dance
competition. First place dance
for sorority went to Zeta Tau
Alpha, and first place dance for
fraternity went to Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
Many fraternities and sororities came to help their fellow
Greek organizations with their
philanthropies - or simply to
bust a move.
"Our fraternity entered
because we are the best at
dancing," said sophomore
nursing major Femi Borisade
of Pi Kappa Phi.
The dance competition was
open to all organizations at
UCF, provided they paid a $50

entrance fee. Most dancers,
however, were from the 20 fraternities and sororities that
entered the shakedown. '
Each team was given a fiveminute slot to show off their
routille. Teams were judged on
their dance technique, costumes; crowd appeal and of
course, KD spirit.
"Philanthropy is important
because it's a great way for
people to get involved," sophomore advertising/pubic relations major Samantha Gil said.
"People think of Greek life
as one big party, they often
overlook philanthropy," Gil, a
Phi Beta Pi member said. "I
love to dance and this event

supports a great cause. Put the
two together and it's a great
philanthropy for me to participate in."
KD also takes part in other
philanthropy events during the
fall and spring semesters to
raise money and awareness for
different organizations.
"Our spring philanthropy is
the 5K Shamrock run, which
also benefits the Lisa Merlin
House," Mangl~di said. "We
also take part in our National
Kappa Delta philanthropy, Prevent Child Abuse America."
· "Philanthropy keeps us
level with college life and
Greek life. It helps you
mature," Borisade said

Search engine offers jobs, instant pay

State park clean up
Students will have a chance
to volunteer as part of National
Public Lands day on Saturday.
A carpool will meet at 9:45 am.
in the Visual Arts Building
parking lot.
Students will piek up trash at
Wekiva Springs State Park, and
generally help out around the
park.
For more information, contact Stephanie Butler at (407)
823-6471.

'COURTESY KAPPA DELTA

Kappa Sigma brothers pose with their trophy and their KO Shakedown captains. First place dance for a fraternity went to Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
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sites and get the user directly to
the sought information.
"ChaCha connects people
directly with other people in
order to find what they need.
People produce results," said
Lauren Auld, a representative
from Dittoe Public Relations,
the firm representing ChaCha
Search.
ChaCha not only hopes to
change the way the world
searches, it also plans to provide a new type of employment
to the masses, specifically college students.
The company is currently
searching for guides to operate
the communication·aspect of
the search engine. According to
Lauren Kinzler, another representative from Dittoe, this type
of employment is geared perfectly toward college students.
Auld said, "Typical college
students usually have to wait
tables or find another job that
·Can impede with scl:tool and
social activities. ChaCha is dif-

ferent. It allows the~ to work
from home and at their own
schedule."
. Michael Faylor, a 22-yearold finance major at UCF, is
among the college students
already
employed
with
ChaCha.
"Though it's still in the alpha
phase, it's been a really interesting and good experience," said,
Faylor.
Faylor has been .worki:hglf
· with ChaCha for a few weeks
and said that it's great for "people who don't know how to
search. We really cut down the
amount of results and the confusing parts of searching.
Searches only take about a
mjnute."
Getting the job at ChaCha
requires no face-to-face communication between employer
and employee. Faylor said,
"Hiring is totally interactive. I
did it all online.
"It's a bett~r system for people who really know computers, though. They have a training tutorial that can be a little

confusing. It's not iinpossible,
though. Overall, it was a pretty
good experience:'
ChaCha can be either full or
part time or not at all, depending on the preferences of the
employee. Wages vary.
"They also have a referral
program called network marketing that shows returns on
everyone that. gets hired
because you' referred them. It
pays 10 percent of the wages of
your referred employees and
another percentage from those
that they refer. It can re~y add
up in the end," Faylor said.
"ChaCha is just employing
the techniques college students
already use. All you need is
wireless Internet and a laptop,"
said ChaCha marketing coordinator Danielle Stealy.
Stealy went on to add that
ChaCha not only wants to
change the way students work, ·
but the way they get paid. The
site will soon feature a Pay Me.
Now option for their guides.
Instead of a typiCal check, all
employees will be issued a

debit card. Employees simply
get onto their site, click the Pay
Me Now button, and money is
transferred from the company
to the card, instantly.
Stealy, also a recent graduate, said that the Pay Me Now
option will make money accessible at all times and take away
the 'idea of waiting two weeks
for a paycheck.
Users rate the ChaCha
guides: After the session, they
are asked to offer a score
between one and five stars.
ChaCha insists the feedback
is important to the company, as
it is a direct resource to the the
value of the operation. The
numbers are also central to the
employee-pay rate -the rate is
designated and raises are .allocated depending on the
amount of positive feedback
for the employee.
Students all over the country are opting for employment
with ChaCha. Lauren Kinzler
reported that over·7,ooo applications have been filed since
the site's unveiling:
'
.
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Saturday

TODAY IN DETAIL

LET US KNOW

Today

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

MOSTLY SUNNY

High: 89° Low: 69°

Today: Generally sunny. Winds.westnorthwest at 5to10 mph.
Tonight: Clear. Winds north-northeast at 5 to 10 mph.

PM SHOWERS

p

Sunday .
SUNNY

High:87°
Low:71°
High:90°
tow:72°

SHYMKENT, Kazakhstan .
- This industrial city is reeling
after learning that at least 63
children have contracted AIDS
through medical negligence
many blame on corruption and
the illicit sale of blood
At least five infected tod.dlers have died after receiving
injections or blood transfusions in hospitals in Shymkent,
a city in Kazakhstan's most
densely population region
1,000 miles south of the capitaL
Valentina Skryabina, leader
of the nongovernment group
Nadezhnaya Opora, which
works to prevent AIDS among
drug addicts, is convinced the
illegal sale of blood is -the
source of the HIV in
Shymkent's hospitals. ·
"Blood is an article of
trade.... Hospitals are offered
blood, and not always through
the (official) blood center. People trade· in blood like they do
in human organs."
Skryabina said addicts and
the homeless have been accepted by the regional blood center
because they agreed to be paid
less than the official' rate of $47
for about a half-pint of blood
"Was their blood properly
checked? We are not sure," she
said.
Officials say they cannot
-.comment on Skryabina's allegations until their investigation
is over. Authorities do say, however, that five blood donors
who are suspected to b_e HIVcarriers weren't found at their
re~tered addresses.
Parents in this city of
400,000 are trying to conduct
their own investigation. They
say regipnal health officials ·
were aware of the outbreak in
March, and have been trying to
cover it up by ·pulling pages
from the infected toddlers'
treatment records to eliminate
any mention of blood ·transfusions.
The parents allege that up to
40 HIV-infected children aged
3 and under have died, but the
true cause of the deaths was
being concealed' or attributed
to diseases such as cirrhosis.
Authorities declined to comment on these allegations, too,
pending the. investigation.

•
•

••

•
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Al-Qaida in Iraq leader: More than
4,000 foreign insurgents have
died

•

.BAGHDAD, Iraq - The
new leader of al-Qaida in Iraq
purportedly said Thursday in
an audio message posted
online that more than 4,000
foreign militants have been
killed in Iraq since the U.S.-led
invasion in 2003 - the first
apparent
acknowledginent
from the insurgents about their
losses.
The message also called for
experts in the fields of "chemistry, physics, electronics,
media and all other sciences especially nuclear scientists
and explosives experts" to join
-the terror group's holy war .
against the West.
''We are in dire need of you,"
said the man, who identified
himself as Abu Hamza alMuhajir - also known as Abu
PLEASE SEE

.'°'.
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•
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"Car waSl<'~LLY~
407-977-1288
Located at:

Primal Tattoo
Custom Tattoos - Free Consultation

Check us out !
:..
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We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
.families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.

Corner of Alafaya &·McCulloch ,

1501/ 0££

Options• Advocacy• Education

DONHllDN

Car Wash

1470 South Semoran Blvd, CasseIBerry

When you need help ...
We are here for you.

407-695-8287

with thi~ Ad nr UC:F Stud<•nl ID

Ash... for Ross

If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seekin9
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call
(800) 563-0098 orwww.LovingDonation.com.
.
~

~

.

Victim
Services

Our services include:

~

• Crisis Intervention
• Emotional Support & Practical Assistance
• Information and Referral ·
• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

A UCF victim advocate is available
24-hours a day, 7 days a week. ·
· All services are free of charge
and confidential.
You can call Victim Services at 407-823-2425 during normal
business hours 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday.
After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
Cornmuoications Center at 407-823-5. 55.
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AVAILABLE

..~ ·I l~t1 l:tl18: I:I~ I !D

'

·~

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

,
* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment+
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 70;05/06

P/Locks, P/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote,.CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.
T
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PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

,

....

'

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $309 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

t
J

payment +TT&L. See dealerfor details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 70;05/06

.
J
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rP/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,

Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

LEASE FOR

$309

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go

Tonlessl

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $309 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment +TT&L See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/05/06

HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Poweruain warrantv

German Engineering and Styling at its Best!
2.0L TurBo and Opitional 3.2L V-6 Available
THE WORLD'S FIRST FOUR-SEATER HARDTOP
CONVERTIBLE WITH ASUNROOF!

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With: ,
CREDIT

fMeurER ·

. PROGRAM

I

I

'•

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300

.

1

?

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

.

r

:t

.)

Drivers wanted~

'rsf PROBLEMS

l

·i

.visit our website

aristocratvw.com

.
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UW-Oshkosh student charged with
making bomb scare via computer

Students start petition to remove
UNH professor for Sept. 11 views·
DURHAM, N.H. - A smIDI
group of students has started a
· petition to remove a University
of New Hampshire professor
who believes that Bush administration officials planned the
Sept. 11 attacks, or knew about
them and allowed them to happen.
"Basically, we watch professors to just ensure they're
d?ing !heir job ... they're not
biased m the classroom and are
not teaching what they are not
supposed to teach," said Bill
Hunt, chairman of the newly
form~d . and unrecognized
organization Students for Academic Integrity.
The group has set its sights
on psychology professor
William Woodward for ''pushing his personal agenda on ...
students."
Gov. John Lynch called
Woodward's beliefs "completely crazy and offensive" and
asked the trustees to investigate.
Andy Lietz, chairman of the
university system trustees said
,
a " caref Ul review" of Woodward found his teaching consistent with .accepted standards
"even though he has eipressed
some ideas that many find
objectionable." Some of Woodward's students have defended
him.
.

University of Phoenix sued for
alleged discrimination
PHOENIX - The University of Phoenix has been sued for
religious discrimination by the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
.The federal civil rights lawsuit, announc:d Wednesday,
accuses the private university
of favoring employees who are
members of the Mormon
church.
Employees who are not
associated with the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints w~re treated less favorably on !1:w stu~ent recruiting
leads, tuition waivers and reprimands, the commission alleges.
"We have found a pattern
and practice at this very large
company of preferring LDS
workers over non-LDS workers," said Mary Jo O'Neill
regional attorney for the EEOC'.
Apollo Group spokesman
Joe C_ockrell said the company
has not seen the suit, but said in
a statement that the company
has "always been guided by
equal opportunity and respect
for others.
"We maintain a strict antidiscrimination and anti-harass. ment policy and take a zero-tolerance stance on these issues,''
the statement said.
O'Neill said the case reflects
a b:oader trend the agency is
seemg of "intolerance in the
workplace for people of other
r:ligi.~:m~." ~everal religiousdiscrunmatlon lawsuits are
currently in litigation O'Neill
said. .
.
'
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

OSHKOSH, WIS. - A University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
student needing more time to
work on a speech for a class
sent a bomb threat to university officials from a campus computer lab warning that "your
school will be blown away,"
court records say.
Jennifer C. Merrigan, 19, of
Bonduel, was charged Wednesday with making a bomb scare
a felony that carries up to thre~
and a half years in prison and a
$10,000 fine.
·
According to the criminal
complaint, an employee with
the . c.a mpus Department of
Residence Life Management
Information Office received an
e-mail Monday evening that
contained the threat. The first
line of the threat said, "Today
your school will be blown
away." The last line said, ''You
would never expect this could
happen to you, well guess again
... KABOOM."
Merrigan said she had been
working on a speech for a class
that was due Tuesday, but the
file had been erased. She told
investigators she hearcl about a
recent incident at Hortonville
High School and thought a
bomb scare would cancel classes for a few days, allowing her
time to work 011 her speech, the
complaint said.
Merrigan is to return to
court Oct. 5.

Coming October 201h
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detainees, the judge ruled.
Defense attorneys are bitter.
·~ttorneys working at
Guantanamo have never
believed they could tell
clients with certainty that
attorney-client communications are truly ·confidential "
lawyer Joshua Colangel~
Bryan told The Associated
Press in an e-mail. "Now that
, the government has admitted
to reviewing the legal materials of many detainees it is
obvious that these con~erns
were well founded."

Ayyub al-Masri- the leader
of al-Qaida in Iraq. "The field
of jihad (holy war) can satisfy
your scientific ambitions, and
the large American bases (in
Iraq) are good places to test
your
unconventional
weapons, whether biological
or dirty, as they call them."
It .was unclear why alMasn would advertise the
loss of the group's foreign
fighters, but martyrdom is
revered among Islamic fundamentalists, and could be
. used as a recruiting tool. The
Arabic word he used, "muha- ' Florida minimum wage to go up
by 27 cents an hour in 2007
~er,'' indicated he was speakTALLAHASSEE - Flori~P about. foreigners who
101ned the insurgency in Iraq, ?a's minimum wage will
mcrease to $6.67 an hour next
not coalition troops.
year,
a 27-cent increase to
"The blood has been
spilled in Iraq of more than match inflation as required
4,000 foreigners who came to by an initiative passed two
years ago.
fi~ht," al-Masri purportedly
The state's mirumum
said on the 20-minute tape.
The voice could not be i:hde- ;nage went up to $6.15 an hour
m 2005 because of a constitupendently identified.
amendment approved
tional
· The statement followed
the release of a U.N. report by voters in 2004, and then
Wednesday that said fewer went up to $6.40 this year.
The amendment tied the
foreign fighters have been
killed or captured in Iraq in ~tate'~ minimum wage to ·
!he last few months, "suggest- inflation, requiring an adjustmg that the flow has slack- ment each year.
The $6.67 rate will start
e~ed." The report, which
Jan.
1, the Florida Agency for
cited several intelligence and
Workforce
Innovation
security agencies, also said
some fighters had expressed announced Thursday.
The increase puts the
dissatisfaction that they were
state's
minimum wage at $1.52
asked to kill fellow Muslims
more
than
the current $5.15
rather thari Western soldiers
and that the only · role for federal minimum wage. At
them was to be suicide least 13 other states, howevet
have minimum wage rate~
bombers.
Analysts said al-Masri's higher than the federal stanstatement appeared aimed at darch
For workers whose tips
burnishing the group's image.
"It's showing the level of are counted as part of their
dedication to their cause, the wage, the minimum will go to
level of sacrifice jihadists are $3.65 an hour Jan. 1, plus the
making.... It's almost showing worker's tips.
a sense of strength and purpose to other people around Officials: Susp~ct shot 2 Polk
world who might be thinking County sheriff's deputies
LAKELAND - A man
about joining the fight," said
~hot
two !'olk County sherBen N. Venzke, director of
iff's
deputies
and a police dog
IntelCenter, a U.S.-based
group that provides countert- after a t_raffic stop Thursday,
errorism information to the promptmg a· massive manhunt with dozens of patrol
U.S. government and media.
cars arid helicopters and a
Confiscation of documents hurts lockdown at three schools
'
detainees' chance at redemption officials said. ·
The
deputies·
were
taken
GUANTANAMO BAY
NAVAL BASE, Cuba - His to Lakeland Regional Medical
ankles chained to the floor of Center following the shootthe ~earing room, a Saudi ing just before noon in north
detainee hoped to convince ~eland, Sheriff Grady Judd
three U.S. military officers said.
He wouldn't release their
tha~ I?-e is not a danger to the
Uruted States, has no intelli- names or discuss their condigence value and should be tions because their relatives
released from the Guan- had not been notified. A hospital spokeswoman referred
tanamo Bay prison.
But in his one shot this questions to the sheriff's
year at getting out of here the office.
The suspect was first
detainee could not produce
letters from his family that he approached in a traffic stop,
wanted to submit as evi- but he then fled into a wooddence:·.They were seized by ed area' when the officer
the military, along with thou- began asking him about his
sands of other documents identity, Jm;ld said. The offifrom detainees, as it investi- cer and a backup K-9 deputy
gates whether the smcides uf who arrived seconds later
three prisoners in June were chased him into the woods. ,
Shots were fired, and the·
assisted or encouraged.
While the letters on their two deputies and the dog
.
own may not have convinced were hit, he said.
Th~
suspect
exch~ged
the panel that the detainee
should be released, the hear- fire with more·officers again
. ing shows that the Naval shortly afterward when they
Criminal Investigative Ser- approached a house in the
vice's confiscation of more w~oded area, but he got away
than 1,100 pounds of docu- again, Judd said.
· Authorities cordoned off a
ments
is
hampering
large
area around the gundetainees' ability to confront
man's car, but had not
accusations against them.
Correspondence between ordered any res~dential evacattorneys and their .clients uations. Helicopters circled
was among the documents in wide arcs as emergency
seized. Lawyers for detainees vehicles raced up ·and down
say the military is violating local.roads.
Apout four hours after the
attorney-client privilege and
shooting,
a dozen cruisers
exacerbating the isolation of
from
the
neighboring
Hillsd~tainees by taking family
pictures and other personal borough County arrived.
Television video footage
items.
armed officers with
showed
A federal judge last week
ordered an independent "fil- shields searching a wooded
ter team" to review the area with traffic backed up on
paperwork for evidence of nearby Interstate 4, which
complicity in the suicides. runs near the city about 35
Irrelevant and protected doc- miles east of Tampa.
wnents must be returned to
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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,Ask a doc

I understand there's an injection I
There are over 100 types of HPV.
can take to prevent cervical cancer. Is · Types 16and18 account for about 70
it available here at UCF?
percent of cervical cancer cases and

)

"*
)

DENNIFER MAYO,
ARNP
UCF Health Services

i)

There is a vaccine available, and
we do have it at the UCF pharmacy.
The vaccine is called Gardasil
and it was approved by the FDA
June 8 to be given to girls and
women ages 9 to 26 years of age.
In the U.S. approximately 10,000
women a year are diagnosed with
cervical cancer and about 10 women
die each day from it. Every year
there are about 4.7 million abnormal
Pap smear results and at least 3 million of these abnormal results are
caused by some type of the Human
. Papillomavirus.

pre-cancers of the vagina and vulva.
Types 6 and 11 cause about 90 percent of genital wart cases.
Gardasil is designed to prevent
cancer and genital warts, caused by
HPV virus types 6, 11, 16 and 18. It
does not protect against types other
than 6, 11, 16 and 18, nor does it protect you against HPV types to which
you may have already been exposed
It works best when given ~o girls
and women that have not had any
contact with types (>, 11, 16 and 18.
However, you may still benefit from
the vaccine ifyou already have HPV

because most people aren't infected
With all four types contained in the
vaccine..
There are certain individuals
who should not receive the vaccine
such as females who have an allergy
to any of the ingredients, or who
may have had an allergic reaction
after getting a dose of Gardasil.
As with many other vaccines, it
should not be administered if you
have a bleeding disorder and cannot
receive injections in the jlrID. if your
immune system is compromised
due to a genetic disorder or an HIV
infection, if you are pregnant or
planning to get pregnant, or have an
illness with a fever above 100

degrees. Always notify your healthcare provider ifyou are on any medications, even those purchased overthe-counter.
Gardasil is injected in your arm,
in a series of three doses. The second dose is given two months after
the first, and the third dose is given
six months after the first dose.
Gardasil has been proven to provide immunity for at least five years,
and studies are being done to see if
a booster vaccine shot will be needed, or if the immunity is life long.
E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

.. '

Sick? Hurt?

We,re open every day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt, professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays_
, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or .work

\fJ
solantic·
\._ l ·
walk-in urgent care

Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.
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Great care. Fast and fair.
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A representativefrom College Graduation Supplies
will be at CB&S on October 3rd, 4th, and 5th

BOOKSTORE

BOOKSTORE

Behind Applebee's
(407) 382-1617

Behind El Cerro's
(407) 658-7979
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Pegasus Party aims to get students more involved
FROM

•..

Al

picking others. Some only had
one choice anyway."
Hotaling said he did not
know about the issues at hand
in the election, but would be
willing to learn about them if
there was a link with information provided in each question.
"I figure if it's important I'd
know about it, so it must not be
important. If it was about lowering tuition by 50 percent, I'd
vote," Hotaling said. "I think
SGA is effective, but not effective at student involvement."
SGA advertised the election
in a number of ways, including
fliers, banners and Good·
Morning UCF ads.
SGA Public Relations
Coordinator Julie Bream said
there was also an advertised
open house· to get ~tudents
involved in student govern. ment.
"Open House opened SGA'.s
doors to every student on campus," Bream said. "This was a
way for student's to stop by
SGA and ask questions and get
involved. Students interested
in running for Senate were able
to come to the Open House
and express their desire."
According to Bream, over
100 students filled out applications for SGA positions at the
event.
· The SGA Senate functions
as a legislature. All bills have to
originate from the Senate and
all funding for student organizations is distributed through
them.
Senators also make up half
of the Activities and Service
Fee . Budget Committee, an
organization responsible for
creating the annual budget.
The Senate also approves that
budget.
"It is important that that
rp.oney is allocated back to the
student organization, because
essentially, it is the money that
students gave to the university
through the credit hours,"
Masic said.
One newly-formed group at
UCF feels the election process
needs reworking.
Four students at UCF February decided to form a political club, the Pegasus Party,
hoping to. get students more
actively involved .in voting for

Undeclared Majors

seat 7:Aisha Roberts
Seat2:Aileen Garcia

Regional Campuses
Seat 1:Michele Ross
Seat 2: Vacant
College of Optics
Seat 1: Vacant
Rosen School of Hospitality
Mgmt
Seat 1: Tiffany Lynch
Seat 2:Matthew Qirey
Graduate studies
Seat 1:Vacant
Undergraduate studies
Seat 1: Chad Humpreys
the officers in Senate and to
reform all voting in the SGA
elections.
"I feel that SGA needs to be
held more accountable for
their actions and without
opposition to .c urrent members no one is there to guarantee
accountability," said
Tiffany Toth, a f~ce rriajor
who is a founding member of
the Pegasus Party.
"We went head-to-head
during elections with REAL
UCF and have been disappointed with their desire to
hand out free things to encourage voting. To us this seems
very backward, and while it
may increase votes, it contributes to the apathetic atmosphere which is so prevalent on
our campus," Toth said.
The club was denied by
SGA as an official organization
because, according to SGA,
their constitution conflicted
with Florida statutes.
Jared Stout, Student Body
Vice President said the problem with approving the organization had to do with its purpose.
"Our problem was that this
student organization's sole
purpose was to get people
elected," Stout said. "If the
activities and service fee is
being used on an organization
whose mission is not to better
the university, necessarily, it is
not to educate students or anything like that."

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore molecular and microbiology major Chris Shin, a REAL UCF volunteer, assists junior physical education major Landon Smith with voting Monday afternoon.

Still, the Pegasus Party will·
continue to exist as an organization that, according to Toth,
is h~re to represent the students and help bridge the gap
between a large student body
andSGA.
According to Ben Munson,
a·finance and marketing major
and vice president Of the Pegasus Party, the members are
finding that they "can run a
more efficient and effective
operation withoµt such affiliation."
Voting ended S p.m.
Wednesday. Run-offs for the
seats of College of Optics &
Photonics, Graduate Studies,
and Regional Campuses will
be held on Oct. 2 to Oct. 4.
For more information about
SGA Senate elections and getting involved in the organization, visit http://sga.ucf.edu/.

Hastings: ~merican public
deserves to know about UFOs'·
FROM

Al

•

ings presented was, at his own
admission, circumstantial.
However, during his pres- ·
entation he said that "only one
percent of the information
that government has on UFOs
has been released, and I think
if we ever get to see it we'll be
able to make a more informed
decision."
After the slide show ended,
Hastings said that he wasn't
out to change anyone's mind.
"I'm just showing you the
facts I've obtained through my
research and the research of
others." Hastings said.
During a question-andanswer session after his presentation, many UCF students
asked about the famous
Roswell incident, but Hastings
was hesitant to comment
because of "lack of de-classi-

· fled documents."
Even after the questionand-answer session ended
some students stayed to talk
one-on-one with Hastings.
Freshman computer engineering major John Sullivan
said ·the presentation was
''very interesting."
"He was proposing his own
hypothesis and let you draw
your own conclusions."
Another audience member,
Mike Plasencia, a freshman
psychology
maJor
also
enjoyed the presentation.
"I think the information he
presented was all factual,"
Plasencia said. "I also think
the universe is too big for us to
be here alone."
Future speakers and other
ev.e nts can be found at
www.cab.ucf.edu.

CrLSfers·
AND

SUCH

Here's a NEW
vvay to build
. yourovvn
gourmet meal.
You may think life is r \
complicated enough already, but we promise you'll 1like
\
the new choices we've added
to our Pick a Pair selection.
Now, you can pair up even
more of our delicious
menu items.

I

Build your personal meal from
any TWO of the following .•.
• Cup.of any soup selection
• Half of any Classic sandwich
• Garden or small Caesar salad
• Half loaded potato
• Half of any flatbread ·'\ 1

Pick a Pair ...
it's gourmet
your"1ay!

de-classified government doc...
uments from agencies such as
the CIA and FBI.
And you can include our cfrewders
A common theme throughand gumbos in place of soup
out his entire presentation was
the threat of UFOs near areas
for a slight additionalcharge.
where nuclear weapons were
Enjoy our new
being stored.
He presented the case of
Pick a Pair™ .
436 & UNIVERSITY
Betty and Barney Hill, which,
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.
Squared
according to Hastings, took
combination
WINTER PARK
place'in 1961.
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100
and SAVE $2.
"The couple was driving
MON.~SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
near their home in New HampSUN. I I AM - 8 PM
shire when they suddenly saw
bright lights and heard beepWATERFORD LAKES
ing," Hastings said. "The next
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
thing the couple knew they
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES I 0-14-06.
woke up two hours later and
ORLANDO
eight miles down the road.
..,
ph (407) 482-4727
r-----------~,
"While µndergoing timeMON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 pflllf
regression hypnosis slowly, and
FRI. SAT. I 0:30AM - I 0 PM SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
with mounting fear, each of
WATERFORD THEATRES
them relived a frightening ~-------------------------<
encounter with alien beings
\~~
that took them from their car
ALA FAYA
and led them aboard the now "'
landed UFO.
.'911i19<Hlim~~
"They were then separated
§
and given lengthy medical
0
·Unique Gift1
N
ffi
Hoo'l<ilhS
examinations. Afterward, one
"'
~
•
fiine
CigaF-s
•Intense
z
of the aliens approached Betty
. =>
·Smoking Accessories • Body Je~elry
and began to communicate
SEMORAN BLVD.
with her in broken English.
"She was told that neither
ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
To see all our menu selections,
she nor her husband would
ON.E COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES I 0-14-06.
click on www.crispers.com.
remember the encounter" said
Hastings, who claimed that 1-----------------'------------------'---------------------~---------------rad.ar reports from a local Air
Force base in fact tracked a ·
UFO at the same time and area
where the Hills alleged
encounter took place.
"I'm sure this is the first time
most ·of you have heard this
story" said }lastings. "It's a
classic example of the secretive
nature of our government
agencies."But Hastings stopped short
of blaming the government.
"I'm not here to bad mouth
the. government agencies,"
Hastings said. "But I do think
the American public deserves
to knQw, especially if nuclear
weapons are involved."
-; '
· Most of the research Hast-
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MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Southern Miss cornerback Jasper Faulk reaches for the ball after Kevin Smith's third quarter fumble atthe Golden Eagles 1-yard lil)e. Faulk did not recover, but teammate LeVance Richmond did, holding the score at 10-7 in favor of Southern Miss.

GOLDEN KNIGHTS

Clean slate now cloudy
after conference loss

Position:

,.

'----"'"'-'---'-----~--'

Running.back
Key Play:
Smith carried 30
times and picked up
129 rushing yards
with atouchdown

"It's a.bout ball security.
It comes down to ball
security and that's my .
fault."
- KEVIN SMITH
ON HIS THIRD QUARTER FUMBLE AT THE S. MISS 1

BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

.

Late drive stalls, Knights
drop third ~traight game.
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

Position:
Long snapper

..

.

Key Play:
Sailed snap over·
Aaron Horne's head, ·
punt was blocked

Position:
Linebacker
Key Stat:
Had seven tackles,
including 1.5 for a
loss

BEN EDELSTEIN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF defense bottled up Southern Miss running back Damion Fletcher on this play, but the true
freshman finished with 101 yards on the night.

For the second consecutive
game, the UCF offense began a
drive late in the fourth quarter
with a chance to win a pivotal
home game against a team that
beat them a season ago:
And for the second consecutive
week, quarterback Steven Moffett
was sacked to end the game.
Moffett was sacked three times
on the final drive, including one
on fourth down, as UCF dropped
their Conference USA opener to
Southern Mississippi 19-14 in front
. of a crowd of 23,540 at the Citrus
Bowl on Tuesday evening.
"Obviously, you can't take sacks
at the end of the game when you
have no time on the clock left,"
UCF coach George O'Leary said
It was the finishing touch on
one of Moffett's worst performances as a starter. He finished 18for-31 with 191 yards and one
touchdown, but his fourth quarter
interception was returned for a

touchdown and proved to be the
game-winning score.
O'Leary mentioned in the days
leading up to the game that other
quarterbacks were receiving work
and that Moffett would have to
work to keep his job. After the
game, he backtracked a little and
supported the senior.
"I'd rather reserve decision
until I look at it (on film)," O'U!ary
said. "Obviously, you like to see
some quicker decisions out there
and you have to understand that
you can't take sacks at the end of
the game and you have to get the
ball down field.
I "I'll look at the film and make a
decision on it, but he made some
plays. Everybody looks at the bad
plays instead of the good plays
that he did make."
The Golden Krtights compounded their bad plays by makPLEASE SEE

SPECIAL ON A8

The UCF football team was ready
to forget their past troubles. Their
2006 Conference USA debut on
Tuesday night provided the Golden
Knights a clean slate for the season.
All of their recent struggles could
become an insignificant
memory. But instead,
a scene that is all

too familiar to the Knights did them
in for another week.

UCF lost because •••
They made too many mistakes,
again.
In coach George O'Leary's pregame talk to his team, he said that his
players have to work on playing
smarter; it has been a subject of much
discussion. in every UCF game. But,
four hours ·after this reminder, they
didn't show much improvement in
this area
•
Two turnovers, a missed field'
goal, a blocked punt and the three
sacks allowed on the final drive of the
game all contributed to the Knights'
third straight loss. The most damning
mistake came with five minutes to
play in the third quarter.
_1
After bein~ suspended f~r
b .. the game agamst South Flont•
da, sophomore running back
Kevin Smith felt like he had
something to prove. He
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A8

UCF running back Kevin Smith ·
reacts after fumbling during
the third quarter ofluesday
night's game.

AB
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Luck swings
the other way,
don't lose hope

CHRIS HOYLER
Spotts Editor

BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF running back Kevin Smith leaps over the pile to score a touchdown in the third quarter Tuesday. Th~ score cut the Southern Miss lead to 10-7.

Special teams' gaffes
burn Knights again
le," Allen said. "It was wet out
Key play:
there today and everyone was
Caught54·
ing mistakes that led directly to slippery."
yard
touchO'Leary said momentum is
points for the Golden Eagles.
down
pass
With the game $COreless and critical.
"You drive it down there and
12:30 remaining in the second
quarter, the Knights offense you;d like to get the points with
kicked off a 16-play, 85-yard · a touchdown. but it's like stickdrive that lasted over eight min- ing a pin in a balloon (when you
utes. With the ball on the South- don't)," O'Leary said
The second tillnover came
ern Miss 6-yard line and fourth
and three facing O'Leary, he late in the 'third quarter, with
sent out kicker Michael Torres, UCF driving, down 10-7. The
Key play:
who entered the game with Knights had the momentum,
Intercepted a
more field goal misses (two) forcing the Golden Eagles to go
pass fora
three .and out on their possesthan makes (one).
touchdown
Torres hooked his 23-yard sion following Kevin Smith's 1attempt right,slamming off the yard touchdown run, which cut
right goalpost and down to the the UCF deficit to three points.
Smith was dominating the doWIL"
end zone below, keeping the
\
drive, carrying on five consecugame scoreless.
·
It ruined an otherwise out"The kickers concern me, tive plays to set up a third-and- standing game for Smith, who
there's no question about that," one at the Golden Eagles 6-yard bounced off Southern Miss
O'Leary said. "I'm going to look line. Smith broke through the defenders all night and racked
to open that job up, because it left side of the line on a trap up a season-high 129 rushing
needs to be. I'll look at Nick play, easily picking up the first yards on 30 carries.
"We started, at first, gaining
Beucher, because ·he's a field down. He lunged for the end
goal kicker too. We need to get zone, but the ball was knocked two or three· yards, but then it
loose at the 1-yard line by LeV- turned into four and five yards,"
that cleaned up."
The Golden Eagles cleaned ance Richmond.
center Cedric Gagne-Marcoux
up on.t heir ensuing drive, taking
Cornerback Jasper Faulk let said. "That helps your confithe ball 80 yards in three plays. the bail slip through his hands, dence as a team. Running the
They led 7-0 after wide receiver but Richmond was able to ball will help, it controls the
Chris Johnson took a short pass recover and pick up a touch- clock, sets up play actioIL"
Young led the Golden Eagles
from quarterback Jeremy Young back, giving the Eagles the ball
and ran 54 yards down the side· at their own 20-yard line.
back out on the field and con"Someone might have hit it," verted two third downs to put
line for the score. True freshman cornerback Emery Allen, Smith said. "But I had two hands his team back in UCF territory.
making his second career start, on it. It's about ball security, it True freshman running back
missed the tackle that sprung comes down to ball security and . Damion Fletcher carried the
that's my fault. I dropped the ball for 27 of his 109 yards and
JohnsoIL
''I just didn't secure the tack- ball arid I feel like I let the team set up ~-American kicker DarFROM
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ren McCaleb for his second
field goal of the night.
The 30-yarder capped a 12play, 67-yard drive that put
Southern Miss up 13-7.
''You can't give up 10 points
that should have been on the
board with a field goal and you
· fumble on the 1-yard line going
in to a team like Southern Miss,"
O'Leary said.
Golden Eagles coach Jeff
Bower did not need to put his
offense back on the field to capitalize on the Knights final
,t urnover of the game.
UCF punt returner Joe Burnett let a Britt Barefoot punt
drop, and the Golden Eagles
downed the ball at the UCF 1yard line.
On the first play from scrimmage, Moffett took a short
three-step drop and was pressured by linebacker Brandon
Sumralt who blocked the quarterback's line of sight with a
leaping attempt to block the
pass.
He didn't get his hands on it,
but his pressure helped as Moffett's pass ended up in the hands
. of linebacker Jerome Lyons,
who took the ball four yards for
the final Golden Eagle touchdoWIL
Moffett's pass was intended
for a crossing route ran by Mike
Walker, who caught four balls
for 81 yards. ·
"We didn't play smart,"
Walker said. "We just have to
find a way to kill those mistakes
and we'll be all right."
The Knights fell _to 1-3. (0-1)
on the season and head to '.Runtington, WYa, Wednesday night
for a matchup with Marshall.
The Golden Eagles are 3-1 (10) anq battle Tulsa ~m Oct. 6.

I'm writing this column
because of a group of delusional people with a warped
sense of reality, but seeing as
this is college and that
defines about 90 percent of a
campus demographic, I
shouldn't be surprised. So
here's your reality check,
Golden Knights fans.
UCF is not as far along as
last season's 8-3 regular season record indicated.
On the other hand, the 1-3
start to this season is far
fro.m the "two steps back
after one step forward"
·doomsday scenario people
are painting it out to be.
You probably don't
remember this, but UCF won
four very c;lose games last
season as a direct result ·o f
winning the turnover battle.
They won a fifth against
Tulane because quarterback
Lester Ricard completed four
passes to the Knights.
This is a cyclical thing, no
matter what coaches say
· about preaching and teaching how to force turnovers.
After last season, when UCF
was 12th in the nation and
third in Conference USA in
turnover margin, they were
bound to start losing some
fumbles and throwing some
interceptions.
It happened .Tuesday
night in the loss to Southern
Mississippi
Kevin Smith, who rarely
fumbles, put the ball on the
ground when UCF could
least afford it. That's not
something the coaches can
control, and it's not a recurring problem. It was just a
bad break when the Knights
were on the verge of taking
the lead. If it happened in the
Florida game, with UCF
down 34-0, :µobody would

•

•

have noticed or cared.
The Knights capitalized
on abad punt snap and subsequentJ>unf block to tie
South Florida in the fourth
quarter of their Sept. 16
game. On Tuesday, they were
on the other side, and a bad
snap at a bad time cost UCF
points. Jt's not Aaron Home's
fault; it's not Justin Coward's
fault. Bad snaps are going to
happen, and if they come at a .
bad time, then those are the .
breaks.
If Smith doesn't fumble
and if Coward's snap is better, UCF likely wins. Then
we don't need to hear from
· the bandwagoners in the
media and in the crowd who
pin these losses on Steven
· Moffett, George O'~ary,
Lance Thompson or anybody else. '.fhey're the same
people who will tell you that
UCF is far, far away from
contending for anything
beyond a bowl berth.
Last season changed
expectations, and rightfully
so. But remember that
<D'Leary is in only bis third
seasOIL ThiS team is not
completely his in the sense
that he has not had five years
of recruiting classes to
implement his system.
Be patient. Programs .
aren't built in year. More
like a decade. Bobby Bowden
was hung in effigy several
times at West Virginia
· despite going 42-26 in six
seasons. More recently, Greg
Schiano at Rutgers was 3-24
in conference games and 4-17
on the road in his first four
years in Piscataway. The only
reason RU brass hung on to
· him was his strong recruiting
classes, which in years five ·
and six have led to a bowl
berth and a spot in the Top
25, respectively.
O'Leary knows how to
wiIL He recruited players like
·smith and Joe Burnett after a
winless seasoIL When the
breaks start evening out, possibly Wednesday at Marshall,
the talent will be the decid. ing factor, and I'm confident ·
that UCF's talent is good
enough to win C-USA

•
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Defense improved in defeat
FROM

A7

~·J

said his actions let his team;
family and community down.
and that' he was just happy to
be back on the field.
On this certain drive, UCF
was looking to grab the upper
hand as they started inside
Golden Eagles' territory, trailing by four. Six of the first eight
plays of the drive went to'
Smith as he pounded hi$ way .
down to the 6-yard line. On the
ninth play, Smith once again
ran up the middle, but the ball
was poked away by-junior LeV~ce Richmond, just inches
from the goal line, dribbled
into the end zone and was
recovered by the Eagles for a
touchback
"I take a lot of blame for the
game," Smith said. "That would
have put a lot of pressure on
Southern Miss, but instead it
put pressure on us. I feel like
this is two weeks in a row that
l have let the team doWIL"
5o~em Miss won because ...

They capitalized on UCF's
errors.
The Golden Eagles converted the missed field goal from
the, Knights into a touchdoWIL
They took the goal-line fumble
md the blocked punt and
rurned them into field goals.
Linebacker Jerome Lyons
intercepted a pass in the fourth
;iuarter and took it back for
what turned out to be the
¥1Ille-deciding touchdoWIL
Standout running back
Damion Fletcher had his third
lOO-yard game of the year, but
.t was not the dominance he
;howed over North Carolina
)tate last week Qu;uterback
·e remy Young set a career high
n passing yards, but it was
iothing . spectacular (185
rards). They were not forced
~. d? a lot because of every1ilng the Knights gave them.

It becomes a lot easier to
win a game when every single
point you score comes off of
your opponent's mistakes.

,,

yards. Those totals are the
most in a game this year from
UCF receiver other than Walker. James also added a touchdown to his effort.
Turning point ...
Another bright spot in a los- ·
Smith's fumble was the ing cause was the UCF defense,
biggest turnover, but the especially their front seven.
game's momentum swung dra- The Golden Eagles gained 442
matically on the combatants' yards last week against N.C.
first drive of the second quar- State. Tuesday, the Knights'
ter. Starting inside their own 10, held Southern Miss to less than
UCF's offens·e began quite a 300 yards of offense. ·
trek, grinding out yards against
"I think ,the defense played
the Southern Miss defense.
great," defensive end Chris
After a horrid first quarter, Welsh said. "I was extremely
quarterback Steven Moffett happy ·with the way the
went 4-for-5 for 30 yards while . defense played and the attitude
Smith collected 50 yards on of the defense. ·
eight carries. After 15 plays, the
"There is some things we
offense stalled at the Golden definitely have to correct, but
Eagles'"6-yard line. This set up like the coaches said, we have
a 23-yard field goal for Mike some good things that we can
Torres. Three points seemed to correct on; we got some
be a certainty, but Torres' ki~k ground to work with." .
.hit flush on the right goalpost
and fell straight to the ground What does it all mean?
On ESPN 2, color analyst
In the end, 16 plays and 85
yards resulte'ci in nothing. The Lou Holtz said before the game
Golden Eagles took over at that this was a critical contest
their own 20 and after just for UCF and their fan base.
.three plays and a blii].k of an With a loss, he said .that some
eye, they were the team cele- fans would jump off the
Knights' ship. Tuesday's crowd
brating after a 54-yard score.
The Knights were deflated. of just 23,000 fans may have led
In 86 seconds, they went from some to assume that the ship
supposedly breaking on top to had already left the dock But it
is hasty for any commentator
trailing by seveIL
to make such an assumptioIL
"It's a long season," O'Leary
Honorable mentions ...
The Knights have started said. "We got a lot of conferfour different No. 2 receivers in ence games to play."
four games. Senior Mike WalkTry to remember that. Last
er has been the prime target for season, the Knights lost one
Moffett, but O'Leary said last regular season C-USA game.
week that Moffett must under- That was also against Southern
stand he can't lock in on Walk- Miss early in the seasoIL After
er; he needs to find another that, history was made.
optioIL Against Southern Miss,
The Knights are 0-1 in CMoffett may have found that in USA, but this year is far from
over. The pressure and the
junior Javid James.
James played sparingly in expectation to perform is on
two games last sea5on, record- the Knights like .never before,
ing his only catch of the season . they have seven more opportuagainst Southern Miss. James, nities to improve that record.
makint; his first career start, That's a lot qj" football, so don't
caught" seven passes for 70 look over starboard just yet.
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MOVIE TIMES Smith humors crowd,
records a fan's voicemail
FROM A9

Accepted•

(PG-13) 11:50il,2:15p,5:10,8:05, 10-35

All the King's Men
(PG-13) 12:30p, 3:40, 710, 10:30

Barnyard: The Original Party Animals
(PG)12:55p, 4:35, 6:45

The Blad< Dahlia
(R) 1:05p,4:05, 8:00, 10-50

The Covenant
(PG-13) 12:45p, 3:50, 7:00, 9:45, 12:15<1

Everyone's Hero
(G) 12:45p,3:30,6:55, 9:35, 11:55

Facing the Giants
(PG) l:OOp,4:00, 7:00, 10:00, 12:40a

Flyboys

(PG-13) 12:15p, 3:35, 7:45, 10:45

Gridiron Gang
(PG-13)14:10p, 1:)0,3:10,4:10,7:05, 7:55, 10:05, 10:45

The Guardian
(PG-13) 11:45<1,12:35p, 3:25, 4:20,6:50, 7:40, 10:15,
10-50

Hollywoodland
(RJ 7:15p, 10-35

How to Eat Fried Worms
(PG)12:00p, 2:35, 4:50

The Illusionist
(PG-13) 12:40p,3:55, 7:35, 10:20

' Invincible

. (PG)11:40a,2:25p, 5:00,7:50, 10-.25

Jad<ass: Number Two
(R) 11:30a, l:lOp,2:20,4:15,5:05, 7:25, 8:20, 9:55,

1050, 12:35<1

, Jet Li's Fearless
(PG-13) 1:15p,4:55, 7:30, 10:10,12:40a

"I use my movies to work
through my own stuff," Smith
said Saturday at his no-holdsbarred Q&A session, An Afternoon with Kevin Smith. "The
whole of Clerks II is a metaphor
for my professional life except for the donkey show:'
The cult film creator took the
stage wearing his customary
red, white and black jersey, this
one printed with "Mr. Schwalbach" across the back as a reference' to his wife of seven years,
Jennifer Schwalbach Smith.
A college-age crowd of about
3,500 showed up to greet Smith,
most wearing jeans and T-shirts,
but a few donning suits and ties
- in order to better stand out
and show respect, one aspiring
filmmaker said
Though the event was only
scheduled to last two hours,
Smith took questions for an
additional four when an endless
stream of fans lined up at both
microphone stands. Ever the
accommodating host, he often
gabbed for more than ten minutes with a single questioner and
took several strange requests.
When one woman asked him

to record her outgoingvoicemail
message, Smith brought the
woman onstage and the crowd
to its knees. Another fan asked
for a dollar, and without question, Smith produced a bill from
bis wallet and handed it to him.
One man asked if Smith
could place a "chin up" call to bis
friend, a would-be moviemaker
who couldn't afford film schooi
and Smith had a five-minute
conversation with the man
· while the audience listened.
But for Steve Naumann, a .
senior art majpr at UCF, Smith's
anecdotes about his personal life
were the best parts of the event
"I was just in awe;' Naumann
said ''Llstening to him tell reallife stories is just as funny, if not
furutler, than bis movies."
Between self-deprecating
· humor and Clerks II trivia, Smith
also dispensed advice for the
many aspiring filmmakers in the
audience. He commiserated
with one questioner' who complained that he hated directing,
but couldn't find any other way
· to fulfill bis vision with bis films.
"It was almost like a stand-up
routine, but you learned from it:'
PLEASE SEE

SMITH ON A10

The Last Kiss
(R) 9:50p, 12:30a

Little Miss Sunshine
(R) 12:25p, 4:25, 8:10,10:40

' Open Season
(PG)11 :35<1, 12:50p, 2:00, 3:20, 4:30, 7:10, 8:15,9:40,
10:40, 12:10a

School for Scoundrels
(PG-13) 12:20p,4:40, 7:20, 9:55, 12:30a
- Lisiings fur Friday, Sept 29
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Phife Dawg, left, and Q-Tip, right, team up to perform songs off The Low End and Midnight Marauders at the H,!>use of Blues Su?day.

ATRIBE REUNITED, AND IT

FEELS SO GOOD
deafening roar from the crowd, as Beats, Rhymes, & Life's "Phony
ceasing only .when they Rappers" and the Phife solo cut
..
launched into their opening "His Name Is Mutty Ranks:'•
With complete control over a
When seminal hip-hop group song.
Despite the obvious gap in loving fan base, they could do no'
A Tribe Called Q!.test called it
quits in 1998, a collective sigh of . time between their last album wrong as they lead the crowd in
despair permeated throughout and now, Tribe had the chem- call-and-response chants and
istry and showmanship that even let the audience rap the
the hiP-hop community.
As members of the-Native proved they were still in their verses to songs such as the subTongues movement in the early prime, nearly a decade after their lime crowd-pleaser, "Electric
Relaxation."
90s, Tribe was responsible for a break up.
After a blistering set that
Emcees Q-Tip and Phife
new branch of rap music, pioneering a style based on positive bounced around the stage with included a moment of silence for
lyrics, jazz-inspired production limitless energy, engaging a recently deceased producer and
crowd that seemed to know longtime collaborator J. Dilla,
and a legendary live show.
However, like so many other every single word The band ,Tribe came back with an explopopular groups that have dis- · played songs from The Low End sive encore of their biggest .
banded during a creative and Theory andMidnightMarauders, 'Songs, "Scenario," "Check The
commercial peak, the prospect albums generally regarded to be Rhime" and ''.Award Tour:'
Rhymefest, artist on superof a reunion was too tempting to among the' best hip-hop albums
star Kanye West's G.0.0 .D.
resist. So, in 2006, A Tribe Called of all time.
Backed by DJ Ali 'Shaheed Music label and co-writer of
Q!.test is back together on the 2K
·s ports Bounee Tour that made a Muhammad and hype man Jaro- West's hit "Jesus Walks:' dazzled
stop at Orlando's House of Blues bi White, the group performed a the crowd with an entertaining
90-minute set that drew upon all set that drew upon his recent
Sunday.
The nearly sold-out show five of their critically acclaimed debut, Blue Collar.
Highlights included an ener. was filled with fans of all ages records~ They played everything
and backgrounds, united by a from big hits, such as the bass- getic freestyle session that found
love for hip-hop and the chance heavy "Buggin' Out" and the Mr. 'Fest diving into the crowd to
to see veritable legends grace the dream-like "Find A Way," to .
stage. Tribe w;is greeted with a more obscure album cuts such ·
PLEASESEE CONSEQUENCE ON AlO

SEAN KANOTROWITZ
Staff Writer

an

Accepted
' ,-13) 1:20p,4:00,7:00,9:25, 12:10a

All ti .t King's Men

(PG-13) 12:30p, 4:00, 7:15, 10:10

Barnyard: The Original Party Animals
(PG) 12:35p

The Blad< Dahlia

. (R) 1:15p,4:20, 7:55, 10:35

The Covenant

{

(PG-13) 7:10p, 9:30, 12:00a

Crank

(R) 3:55p, 10:15, 12:50a

Everyone's Hero
(G) 1:05p, 3:30

Facing the Giants
(i'G) 12:40p,4:50, 7:20, 9:45, 12:25a

Flyboys
(PG-13)12:30p, 3:40, 6:55, 10:05

Gridiron G~ng _
(PG-13)3:10p, 7:05, 9:50, 12:40a

The Guardian
(PG-13)12:20p, 1:00, 3:35, 4:40, 7:00, 7:40, 10:10,
10:50

The Illusionist

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Kevin Smith entertains a crowd of 3,500 at the Orange County Convention Center Saturday:
Smith did everything from giving a fan money to having a five-minute phone conversation
on stage.

(PG-13)l:lOp, 4:20,7:00, 9:40, 12:15a

Invincible
(PG)12:45p,4:10, 6:50, 9:30, 12:05a

Peter Travers

Jad<ass: Number Two

(R) 12:25p, 12:55,2:45, 3:20, 5:05, 7:35, 8:05, 9:45,

"Uproarious...fiendishly funny!

1030, 12:20a

Jet Li's-Fearless
(PG-13) 12:05p, 2:50, 5:10, 7:40, 10-.25, 12:45a

The Last Kiss

(R) 12:00p, 2:35;5:00, 7:30, 10:00, 12:35a

Open Season
(PG) 12:00p, 12:50, 2:20, 3:00, 4:30, 5:15, 7:25, 7:45,
9:35, 11;50

The Protector

(R) 10:20p, 12:35a

School for Scoundrels
(PG-13) 12:15p, 2:40,5:00, 7:35, 9:55, 12:30a

Step Up

Mars Volta. builds

The laughs come with a sting! Thornton and Heeler keep you howling.
Jon Heder orbits past his 'Napoleon Dynamite' character at last
by getting seriously fierce! Ahot and rowdf funfest!"

their Amputecbture
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

I}

Staff Writer

(PG-13) 1:25p, 7:50 -

The Wid<er Man

(PG-13) 3:50p,8:10, 10:45
- Listings for Friday, Sept. 29

PARK AVE JUNIOR
TOP 10 SALES:
Artist I Title I Label
1. New Found Glory/Coming
Home/Geften

2. Lupe Fiasco/Food & liquor/
Atlantic
3. John Mayer/Continuum/
Columbia
' 4. MARS VOLTA/
AMPUTECHTURE/
UNIVERSAL

the

5. Fear Before March/
Always Open Mouth/ Equal
Vision
6. Justin Timberlake/Future
Sex/Love Sounds/Zomba

7. DJ Shadow/Outsider/
Universal
' 8. Red Sparowes/fvery Red
HeartShines Toward.. ./
Neurot
9. Brazilian Girls/Talk to La
BombNerve
't
JY. 10. Beyonce/B~ay/Columbia

All m:usic has a symbolic
thread in its framework The
thread is flexible enough to
allow for varied interpretations of the music, but strong·
enough to support the artist it
reflects.
The Mars Volta showcase
two particular threads in their
music: experimentalism and
The Mars Volta
creativity. The uninhibited·
Album:Amputechture
nature of their sound combined with the raw talent of
\
the musicians creates the perII
fect recipe for longevity.
label: Epic
The recipe may be otherAvailable now
wise known as Amputechture,
the third release from The
'Mars Volta and the current ing rock 'n' roll On Amputechoccupant in the No. 4 spot on ture, the band abandons the
Park Avenue Junior's Top 10 underlying narrative that
list.
appeared on previous albums
Pythagorean philosophy like Frances the Mute. In5tead,
states that "Music is the har- vocalist Cedfic Bixler-Zavala
monization of opposites; the said the new record is "~..more
conciliation of warring ele- like a television series with
ments." This assertion is high- self-contained episodes."
lighted by the band's use of
The most remarkable feaoperatic vocals with heavily tures are the adaptation of
distorted guitar. The album's musical elements from several
rhythm is highly syncopated, genres and the ability of the
providing no real constant . band to collaborate with such
beat. Fans can expect the same an f'..xtensive list•of musicians.
epic length songs, but this The variety of influences only
album is not for the timid
contributes to the identity that
The introduction is about is The Mars Volta, verifying
as comfortable as a hospital that the musicians are well
waiting room, but· later tnµ1- versed in the art of songwritscends listeners ip.to a sort of ing.
psychedelic sci-fi musical parThe Mars Volta serve as
adise. Favorite picks off this · this generation's Pink Floyd,
album include "Tetragramma- providing music enthusiasts
ton" and "Day -of the with the perfect amount of
Baphomets."
audio chaos to keep them on
The Mars Volta is more their toes. The band is currentth@ a band They are a collab- ly touri~g with the Red Hot
or.'f4ive effort aimed at redefin- Chili Pe~ers.
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Paramore fueled by fans
•

•

BRANDON BIELICH

"I've never slept better in my ·
entire life,'' he said with a laugh.
It's 1:15 p.m. on Sept. 24.
"When I go home, I miss the
The members of Paramore bus. It's gonna be hard if we
have arrived at The Social in ever have to go back to a 15-pasdowntown Orlando for ·the senger van."
finai show on their current tour.
That may not happen now
It will be eight hours before the that Fueled by Ramen has partband takes the stage in front of nered with Atlantic Records, a
a sold-out crowd, but they have major label under the Warner
· Music Group family. The parta busy day ahead
Before a sound check, a nership could mark a move
meet-and-greet with fans, and a from the independent label to
meeting with record label exec- mainstream.
utives, bassist Jeremy Davis
Davis said he's excited about
. chats on his cell phone, sharing the future.
his predictions for the evening.
"It's kind of like living a
"It's just going to be a good dream; we've had dreams of
time,'' he said 'We love Orlan- this our entire lives and it's
do."
starting to come together," he
When they aren't touring, said. "It's kind of surreal
the members of Paramore because you set goals for yourreside in Franklin, Tenn. How- self when you're younger and
ever, they recorded their debut when you first start and everyalbum, All We Know Is Falling, . day you get closer and closer
here in Orlando about two [to the dream]."
years ago, after signing on to
As for tonight's show, Davis
Fueled By Ramen Records out will pay particular attention to
of Gainesville.
the crowd's reaction during the
According to lead singer song "Whoa." Davis has
Hayley Williams, the band noticed a trend while touring:
spent two months in the city, when Williams sings the choliving in a shack and practicing rus of, "We've got everybody
eight hours a day during the singing' whoa, whoa," the
recording process. ·
crowd motions back to her in
Tonight's show is all ages, unison.
which not only matters to the
"Everyone shoots and jolts
fans,. but to the members of their-hands forward and I don't
Paramore as well.
know where they all got that
Williams is 17 years old; from," Davis said "I know HayDrummer Zac Farro is 16; his ley does it, but we'll go to a
brother Josh, who plays guitar, place that we've never been to
is 18. Davis, 21, and guitarist before and kids will still do it.
Hunter Lamb, 20, are the oldest
Davis said that the success
o~ the group. Paramore began · of a show is ,determined by the
touring in a van before some of crowd
its members could drive.
"I can ho~estly say that the
Nowadays, things are a little way we feel if our show turned
bit different for the band. out well or not, depends on the
Paramore headlines shows and crowd" Davis said 'We feed off
now tours in a bus.
the crowd nonstop. We give a
According to Davis, a bus high-energy show and we like
makes all the difference.
to get high energy from the kids
Staff Writer

•.

•

•

•

as well."
It's now 4:15 p.m. Fans have
begun to line up outside, eager
to secure a front-row spot in the
standing-room-only club.
Behind The Social inside the
equipment trailer of a van, is
Dan Young, the Australianbom singer and guitarist of
Paramore's tour and labelmates, This Providence.
This is Young's first time
touring Orlando. With less than
two hoiirs before show time,
he's a little unsure of what to
expect.
"I haven't heard anything
yet, but if it's sold out, then it's a
good sign," he said
The members of This Providence are Christian and draw
on their beliefs for musical
inspiration, although Young
said the band was cautious at
first to attach the religious label
to their music.
·
'When we first started the
band, we were really concerned
about that and. we made a big
effort to try and just stay away
from that kind ofthing,'' he said
"Now we're a little bit more
comfortable with it because
we've been out and kids are a
lot more open now I think.
. "They're just about the
music, they just want to hear
music and we get a lot of
respect for our beliefs."
It's now 6 p.m. as This Providence takes the stage.
The fans clap as the band
plays "Our Flag is White."
After a selection of new and
old songs, the group ends with
''.A Wolf in Sheep's Clothing,''
the opening song off the new
album and its·first so-called single.
At 9-10 p.m., the lights in The
Social are off. As the crowd
erupts, Williams approaches
the stage in a white dress, hold-

ing a lantern and she begins to
play the piano.
As the remaining members
of Paramore grace the stage, the
piano piece merges into "Emergency,'' and the crowd begins to
rock.
"I hope you brought your
dancing shoes
Orlando,''
Williams said between songs.
"N'ow is the time to put them
on."
The crowd begins to mosh in
reaction to the music and
Williams' words of encouragement.
Then the time comes for
'Whoa."
Just as Davis envisioned,
hun~eds of hands point up
toward the stage as Williams
sings the chorus. The crowd
sings along as Williams' head
bangs side-to-side. ,
As the music slows down
and Williams catches · her
breath, it appears that tonight's
show is a success.
"Orlando, you're in my mind
forever,'' she said "You've been
unforgettable."
·
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Consequence, Procussions open for Tribe·
rhyme about audience mem- ·
bers and their dothes. What the
Chicago rapper lacks in song
·writing, he makes up for with
charisma and humor, both
-i mportant elements that held
the house's attention during
songs such as the West-produced "Brand New'' and
"More."
Also representing G.0.0.D.
Music was Q!ieens-based rapper Consequ_ence, who actually
made his debut on a Tribe
record in 19%. Consequence's
MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
performance was sadly disen- Anearly sold-out crowd pays dose attention as legendary act ATribe Called Quest hits the
gaging and lackluster. The stage. The hip-hop group stormed the House of Blues last Sunday. .
crowd seemed to shudder from
the discomfort of watching the greater recognition. With hard- live show, and an evidently hunraspy-voiced emcee struggle to hitting bouncy beats sitting gry fan base still there to suphold the interest of the crowd under fun, old-school-styled port the music, could a new
without having to drop the rhymes, the songs off their album be on the horizon for the
names of his famous colleagues. debut album, S Sparrows For 2 group? .
While rumors ranging from
Fans who arrived ~t the Cents, quickly won over a
House of Blues early were for- crowd that was mrgely unfamil- label politics to internal turmoil
tunate enough to catch opening iar with the material. By the end have been attributed to the
act and recent Rawkus Records- of the night, the trio had surely group's split, it's hard to say
signee, The Procussions. On won over new fans and set a where the future will take them.
their biggest tour to date, the standard of excellence for the There is only one certainty:
Tube iS still one of the greatest
LA-based group brought a fresh rest of the night.
· The question remains: With hip-hop groups of all time, and
and mesmerizing energy that
can only come from a new obvious chemistry still oozing on Sunday, Orlando was
group that is on the cusp of out of A Tribe Called Q!iest's reminded of that.

Smith gets personal, casts wife for movie
\

FROM A10

said Brenna Kelly, a 21-year-old
Full Sail film student. ''The best
way to learn is to laugh."
Smith also disclosed filmaltering moments in the casting
of Clerks II, such as the decision
to have Rosario Dawson play
Becky, the love interest of 30something fast food worker
Dante Hicks.
.
The executives at Miramax
Fllms wanted a famous face for
the flick. They P.resented him
with six possible eads and told

•

@

FROM A10

•

Colonial {50)

Smith that if none ofthe women
were interested, he could cast an
unlmown.
''Rosario's name was on the
list," Smith said ''I loved Rosario
in25thHour, and her star was on
the rise. There was no way she
was going to hitch her rising star
to our falling wagon."
.
All the better, Smith thought,
since he didn't want tp cast a big
name in the first place. But to his
surprise, only Dawson showed
an interest in the role.
His castit;lg choice for Emma,
Hicks' jiltedYiancee, was much

more personal Smith cast his
'wife for the role, which involved
some
serious
on-screen
smooching between her and
actor Brian O'Halloran. One particularly intimate scene took
twelve takes to shoot
''I actually had to film O'Halloran making out with my wife
for an hour and a half straight,''
Smith said "Then I realized I
had never even made out with
my wife for an hour and a half
straight - it pointed out some
shortcomings o{ mine as a husband"

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

• sundavs·-

.1>

$3.00 Pltch~trs all dav
Watch all NFL Games

l l

HOW TO PLACE AN AD .
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issu: .

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/class~fieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed. to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Full or Part Time Position available at
leading Software Company.
installations, Demonstrations,
Trainings, Support, Quality Assurance.
Sybmit Resume to
JRP@Propertylnsight.biz

12 PART-TIME CHALLENGE
COURSE FACILITATORS NEEDED ON
WEEKENDS! $10/hr fun, challenging
job working at the Girl Scouts of
Citrus .Council. No previous
challenge course experience needed.
We'll train you In the skills needed to
facilitate gro.ups and lead high-ropes
ch.allenges. Flexible parttime schedule: You'll join a
dedicated, fun staff of facilitators who
enjoy working In a positive
atmosphere. Call us at 407-896-4475
ext. 1313 or e-mail to sgardner@cltrusgs.org for more information.

Learn to be a lawyer before
law school. Fast paced local practice
seeking bright, motivated individuals
considering law school and have 1-2
years left before goir:ig. Fax Resume
407-648-4614
MOVERS - Helpers/Drivers needed w/full
size truck. Part-time and full-lime, week
ends, avg $20/hr Call 407-774-2031

cox uto
rader

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
27 S
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(
(
(

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800

900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements /
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
B.
Wanted

PIT and ·FIT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female
companion.s/personal care work w/
special needs adults. Flex. hours.
$9.50/hr 407-733-0029

First-issue:
Each addl issue:

RateA

RateB

Rate(

$6

$9
$6

$12

$4

$}8

~Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
·Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

Help Wanted Part-lime administrative
assistant. General office work, flexible
hours, prefer mornings. Start at $8/hr
Winter Park area. Contact
andrew _lawson@us.aflac.com

Part-lime or Full-lime data entrylfyp1sts·to
do clerical work. $300/week. No
experience necessary. .If interested email
blynns3@yahoo.com.

-~

Office Assistant needed for growing
Catering company. Hours: 1Oam-4pm
Mon-Fri. Btwn $7.50-$8.50/hr.
Please call 407-339-2433.

~

Sales Admin/Customer Service Rep
We are based here In Orlando and our
roots are in ministry as we partner
dally with churches and youth groups
all over the U.S. Full or part time, ,
good pay, awesome group to be part .
of. Call 407-581-1240 or e-mail
lnfo@stuphclothing.com to be
immediately considered.

If you are energetic and have an interest in making a difference in the
lives of children, consider a career at the Positive Place for Kids.
We have positions as Chef, Chef Assistant, Membership Clerk, Program
Assistant, Development Department Assistant (Grant Writing).

Upscale Tanning Salon Orlando Area
NOW HIRING .
Great pay, great benefits
Call now 407-423-9555 contact Laine

Please see our website at www.bgccf.org for additional dettiil~.
Send (esume with cover letter to hr@bgccf.org or fax to 407-872-7796.
EOE/DFWP

BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
OI·

CE~
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Now hiring Attractive Ladies.
No experience necessary. Busy escort
service needs dependable people.
Excellent pay spilt. Call 407-538-~963

••

Helper/Housecleaner Needed. Oviedo
area. Mostly cleaning. Honest &
dependable. Morning hrs. 5 - 6 hrs/wk.
Flex Schedule. $9/hr. 407-971-1338.

Immediate PM Shift Available!

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoo.n.net***
e-mail resume : dogday@bellsouth.net

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repayl FREE grant money for School,
Housing, Business, Real Estate. For
listings 1-800-509-6956 ext. 810
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com
Part-time delivery driver, starting pay
$10-$12/hr includes tip. Full-time/ Parttime dishwasher, must have at least 1
year experience. Starting pay $8/hr + tips.
Call 407-658-6615

Fun Environment
Growth Opportunities
Flexible Schedules AM/PM
$8 - $15/hr average

,VL ·

~EWILL l-.~
WORK
WITHYOUR
SCHOOL

..

.

t~

VVeeklyPay~hecks

VVeekly Bonuses
Paid Training

,,.
Call and Set-Up and Immediate Interview!
Bring a Friend and ask us how you can receive

$100 Referral Bonus!
North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave. Suite 6, Winter Park, FL 3 2792

Classified sales rep

·Tired of making low wages and working long hours? Are
you money motiv~ted b ut can't seem to find the right
j ob? Is schoo l keeping you busy?

needed for the Central Florida
Future. Outbound sales exp. requ.
Make up to $8+/hr. Monday
afternoon and Thursday morning
availability a plus. E-mail resume to

Get a realjob!

Childcare for 3 <\rid 5 year old
afternoons from 3-7 in Lake Mary.
Must have early childhood experience
and references. Must have reliable
transportation to pick up children from
school. Help with homework, snacks.
Please call 407-920-1116

·Have flexible hours
·Make good money(avg. $15/hr}
•Stay close to campus
•Stay in school.
(

Call 407-896-0124 Ext. 2963
to schedule an intrview or email your resume to
wally.schmidt@traderonline.com

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
Advertisement Company!

A uto
Tra de r ®

Apply Online: www.DialAtnerica.com/W'interPark
~D1alAmet•ica
South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
~,MARKETING,
INC

miiam@kni~htnewspapers.com.

4)

you called
Jenny yet?

Have

Sales Connector
So you like to talk on the phone and
you want to be involved with a group
that is working to help make a
difference. We are based here in
Orlando and our roots are in ministry
as we partner daily with churches and
youth groups all over the
U.S. Full or part time, good pay and
an awesome group to be part of. Call
407-581-1240 or e-mail
info@stuphclothlng.com to be
immediately considered.
Driver Helper for Habitat for Humanity
.
M-F 12:30-4:30, $7/hr.
Call 9am-3pm 407-688-8874
Housekeeper, 1 day per week, $12/hour
in home near Fairbanks and Park Ave.
Housecleaning, yard work, errands and
pet ~itting . Must be detail orientated.
·Email me at norma911@hotmail.com
Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shoppers
needed to Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments Call 800-722-4791

NOW HIRING THROUGHOUT ORLANDO!
EARN MONEY FOR SCHOOL!
Seeking motivated people to fill several
openings fo r Weight Loss Consultant/Sales
and Customer Service Positions.
WE OFFER:
'
•
*
•

Paid. Training/Certification
Full & Part-Time Positions
Excellent Benefits & Paid Time Off
Generous Discounts & Advancement

I!

Must have 6 months sales or customer service experience
and be able to work some evenings and weekends.

I)

Call or apply online today:

1 ~888-848-9675

CHILDCARE for 1 yr old in our
Chuluota home T/WIThr 7-3:30
James@TheMatthewGroup.com
407-383-9122 or 407-221-5329

Jit.f~*e'

.,

CONSULTANTS/SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE

www.jennycraig.greatjob.net
Media Code: AFM Job Code: 9010C

Servers Wanted. Experienced PT
' servers wanted for Tuscany's
Restaurant. Short hours, great pay. Call
407-366-3375 or 407-968-9591

\.

•
FIND A BETTER-PAYING JOB TODAY.
Search . cal and national i_obs 24fi.

Orlando sentinel
Orlando Sentinel. ·More jobs than any other sour.~e.

·QrlandoSentinel.com
[powered by

11 .

J

builder·

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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SUDO KU
Student SupeNisor, Knight Line

'
•

Student Calling Center at UCF
Foundation, in Research Park.
Qualifications: Must be a full-time UCF
student; ability to work as a member of a
team; strong oral and written
communication skills; organized and
attentive to details. Prefer prior
experience in marketing, sales,
fundraising or public relations. Must
work at least 2 shifts per week (evening
hours), starting pay is $9.00 per hour.
Contact Kevin Miller at
ucffdevelopment@mail.ucf.edu or call
(407) 882-1267.

Avalon Park -New 3/3.5 townhome.
gated, clubhouse, pool. Features security
system, 2 Car Garage, recessed lighting,
moen fixtures.and tile. Minutes from
UCF, 408, 417, & d'town Orlando. Avail.
10/15/06. $1600 per month
Call 404-542-4793

move, loaded with extras. limber
Springs at Avalon Park. 4BD/3.5BA
with 3 car garage and central air
conditioning. Near to shopping center.
Asking price $2500/mo.
Call 917-686-8805
OVIEDO - 5 DORM (2 MASTER)/4 1/2
BANOS - $3000 0 $600 POR
HABITAC10N + UTIL. SUBDIVISION
LAKE CHARM, 3 GARAGES, CUARTO
DE RECREO, LLAMAR 9H'-494-3365
LINDA. TAMBIEN DISPONIBLE PARA
VENTA $595,000

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

l

•

"

I

..
,.

..

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

4/2 on Rouse and University, .wood and
tile floors, fireplace, 1700 sq. ft, on ski
lake, entertainment welcome, secluded
on 5 acres, $2000/mon.
Call Billy 407-497-4188
TOWNHOUSE for rent near UCF
2 bed 2 bath w/ fenced in yard
Small pets allowed w/ extra deposit
$875 month - James 407-977-1292

NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs S-9 pm
• Occasional 9 am - 1 pm
•About 16-20 hours/wk
. • $8& up

Pegasus Pointe Sublease, 212 Male
roommate very clean and quiet, brand
new carpet, first floor! $460/month for
spring/summer. Call Ryan at
954-579-1350!
Sublease ASAP: 1 of 2 bedrms, Orlando
, townhouse, $500/month incld. all util.,
large bedrm, personal bath. Call (352)
551-4131.

~Homes

3/2 like new HOME FOR SALE
Large yard with workshop & patio
$40fmo inti pool,tennis,fitness ctr
CINDY GARVEN,Watson Realty Corp
407-446-5204

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford .Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

New Condo 3/2+Den
15 min away from UCF
Hardwood Flrs,Grnt.ctr SS appliances
W/D. $1350. 407-482-0257.
Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biltmore
3BD/2.5BA, garage, screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging, close to
Oviedo Mall, $1600/month
Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505

10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
We need one roommate In a Luxury
Condo 2br/2ba, W/D,cable TV, HS
internet; tel, pool, gym,ail Included,
$650/month, Call 407-247-6423

HOUSES FOR SALE
Avalon Park Area
Free recorded messages: 1-800-539-0858
4bed/4bath/POOL dial ext 1091
5bed/4bath/conservation: dial ex11071
Sellers motivated, make offer todayl
Call Monica B/Keller Williams Advantage
Realty II direct: (407) 222-3488
office: (407) 353-5911

s'6

GOU>ENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Suivey-Takers In ·
Orlando. 100%,FREE to join.
Ciiek on Suiv~ys.

Metro at Michigan Park Condos.
Final Close Out Sale. Close to dwntwn.
Spacious designer units. Call Gary
407-353-6600. GreatSpacePlace.com

~FOR SALE:

"'

4/2 home located within 5 minutes from
UCF off of University Blvd near bus stop.
$525 Utilities and wireless internet
included. Call Fely at 407-678-6306.

4/212 house near UCF, Univ. and
Suntree. Private, Safe, quiet.
appliances, parking, $1,450, no dogs.
774-272-0923.

1 roommate needed in nicely furnished
3 bdrm/2 BA house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bdrm not furnished.
$475/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.

LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a large house close
.,, to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + split utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.

,

F roommate wanted in 3BD/3.5Bath
townhome Brand new 10min from UCF
$475+u11s $333 security required
contact Jessica 407-766-2345

Room for Rent in Beautiful
residential community. $500/mo.
Females only.
Call 95~436-8924

Large room in 4/2 house, 5 minutes from
UCF. HDTV, huge livin~ room, and
POOL!! Rent is $420 a month plus 1/4
utilities. Call Kristian at 407 970-9799

UCF Area I Oviedo

A male or female roommate wanted In
nicely furnished 3 story townhouse In
Baldwin Park. 3BD/3BA $700 +
utilities. Call 321-460-0062

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe family neighborhood. Nearly new
house ideal for couple or UCF.
$1400/mo.RELAWYER777@aol.com
or 407-366-6979

Room available in 3/2 house. Furnished
master bedroom with private bath, 2 min.
from UCF. $430/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Call 407-353-2228

4 Townhomes for rent in Avalon Park.
Close to UCF & Downtown. Basic
cable included. For more information
call Jenny or Daniel at 407-716-3154
or 516-603-3573

Room for rent. Very clean, accessible
and completely furnished townhouse
1.5 miles from UCF. Cable, wireless
Internet, all utilities Included. Pool
and tennis courts. Females only. Call
Rebecca 407-701-8331

4BD/2BA completely furnished; $500 +

Spacious rooms available in New Home
minutes from UCF and VCC. All utilities
included, $500/month.
407-736-1116

't share of electricity. Internet, W/D, nonsmoker, no pets.
Call 407-399-2984
Brand New House for rent In Oviedo
a area close to Tuscawilla and Red Bug.
312 +den, beautiful lakevlew $1600/mo
Call Sue 407-679-3737

Room for rent in 2 story house in Oviedo,
4 miles from UCF, high speed internet,
$420/month all utils included .
Contact Mark 407-256-9574.
1 roommate needed in new furnished
4bd/2.5ba house. Granite counters,
. stainless appl, gameroom, jacuzzi, huge
patio on lake. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedrooms not furnished/new carpet.
$625/mo + 1/3 util. (each person).
Call 407-489-3075.

For rent: 4BD/2BA Home in
Ashlngton Park close to UCF.
Immaculate throughout, Includes
W/D and all appliances. No Pets.
$1000 deposli, $1450/month. Please
call 1-800-681-7530 ask for Lee.

CW Automotive
1997 Saturn SL-2, 33 mpg
Newer brakes, tires, tune-up
129K freeway miles
321-626-7581, $3400 OBO
2001 Chevy Blazer. Great Shape. Many
Extras. $8500 obo. 321-439-9369. More
info/pies@ www.myspace.com/1102038852

Commercial Kegerator
Keg beer at your fingertips. Excellent
working kegerator by Glastender. Must
sell. $1800 new - $750 obo. Can deliver.
407-616-7413.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
FINDING MEANINGFUL WORK. New
book compares your .skills to other
college seniors. Discover what jobs you
will like most and how to get one.
Contact garysutton@san.rr.com.
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved Jegs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-831-1322

35MM CAMERA FOR SALE
Minolta HTsi Plus, 35-80mm Minolta
lens, 75-300mm Tamron lens, filters,
Minolta camera bag, Minolta camera
strap. ONLY $2501 Call 95~608-7103
e-mail: tej220@gmail.com
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New beds never used - Still In
factory plastic. Twin Sets· $100, Full
Sets $110, Queen Sets $160.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8822

. SPOT
THE SPOOF
CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER
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Call (800) 563-0098

or
www.LovingDonation.com
Are you struggling in Spanish? Native
Spanish speaker can help you with
grammar, reading, writing, pronunciation,
etc. Flex. scheduling. Call 954-254-2493.
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #11 05-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823·1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

3BD/2BA apartment looking for one
roommate Immediately. 6 miles away
from UCF, a lynx transport to school.
Only $423/month with personal
fitness room and pool.
Email: lwannablverson@aoJ.com

Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/Eu ropean
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
MusicallyIArtistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!

Beautiful 3035sqft Home 4mi/UCF only
$369kl 4BR/3.5BA w/Loft/Wood Firs/
Tile/Walk-in-Pantry! 21x18 Fam & Master
BR! Priv. BA in 2nd BR! 407-230-6976

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

$1000's
paid daily
call me at
1 (800) 690-41

Compensation!!!

5 MIN. TO UCF. ·412, 1,944sf, fenced
yard, built 1997, CLEAN, perfect for
roommates! Owner willing to do lease
purchase, why rent when u can own??
Jennifer w/ Exit RE Results 407-7189603 www.jenkellerhouse.com

For Rent"
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
Residential cleaning help needed FIT,
daytime hours, no weekends,
employee's and management needed.
. Call 407-277-4408
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-lime,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry tg 407-827-1255

3/2 Home, WPschools,

HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
·

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1250 and up or share from $375 and
up, master $575 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professlonals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com

to $10,000

~FOR SALE:

Woodfloors,Flreplace,NewRoof,NewAC,NewCarpet/Bedrooms,LargeLot,Remod.Kltchen/Baths,$252k
407-678-2160

NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
' No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com

...

Up
1 SUBLEASE FOR PEGASUS
LANDING I
3 BED/3 BATH, FURNISHED.
AVAIL.ABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. $540/MO. CALL 954.4440010 (CELL)

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
. (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Call Anne
407-671-7143

l.~l)i/1At
DONHTIO.. N-l'
Egg Donors Needed

!OPEN HOUSE! 212 townhome;tile;walkin closet;a MUST SEE! This Sat.
from 10-4. 32826 407-928-5895

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

•

1 Minute to UCF. House w/ room to rent,
non-smoker, no pets, all util. incl.
$600/mo. Call 239-633-4853

Brand New Home ready to

MARKET RESEARCH
!

Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse
1500 sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes
Area $525/mo includes everything. For
more Info Call Angela 321-662-8754

Horse back riding lessons in exchange
for barn work. Approx. 20 hrs per week,
south Sanford area.
Call 407-314-0031
Econ Grad available for private tutoring.
Reasonably priced. Macro, Micro, etc.
Call Courtney 407-376-9929.

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF '
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407 .227.1485 $$---ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT-$$
GMG TRANSPORT $50 R/T
New express bus service to So Fl
Depart UCF campus Fri 4:30 pm
Leave Miami Sun 6:00pm (also others)
(352)336-7026 www.gmgtrans.com
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science,-& English courses.
Single sessions ar'td group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

.

Need Egg Donor for childless couple.
South Asian or Mediterranean female,
medium complexion.
Contact Robin 407-963-3390

English Bulldog
Prlce:$500
Reglstered/reglsterable (AKC, NKC,
etc.), Current vaccinations,
Veterinarian examination, Health
certificate, Health guarantee,
Pedigree, Travel crate. For more
Information contact 718-23~8097 or
send email to
mark_taylor@unlonplus.net

Wednesday puzzie:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, 't ips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
~ CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Peak on Crete
4 Not up yet
8 "Tracey Takes
On" star
14 Prohibit
15 Sign away
16 Used-car deal
17 Voting age
19 Out-of-body
projection
20 Turf
21 AWOL student
23 Part of RSVP
24 Magi gift
26 "She Wore a
Yellow Ribbon"
co-star Joanne
27 Undersized
28 Country club
requiremen!
32 Tam-o'-shanter,
e.g.
35 Stinker
36 Resident
imm,i grant
39 Ammunition
41 Property holding
43 Length of yarn
44 Wash thoroughly
46 Fate
47 Cosmeticized
mole
50 End of grace
52 What the weasel
goes
53 Inflatable floaters
57 Chou'En-_
58 Fish hawk
61 Dry: pref.
62 Biblical prophet
64 San Francisco
newspaper
66 Tuna relative
67 Missile shelter
68 Cool dude
69 Maintain firmly
70 Lamb dish
7 1 LAX info
DOWN
1 Letter-shaped
girder
2 Cow collective
3 Enrage
4 Play part
5 Sugar source
6 German river
7 Strips

•

© 2006 Trit\une Madia Services, Inc.
All tights reserved.

8 Seventh planet
9 For fear that
1O WWII landing
craft
11 Kangaroo or
wombat
12 Actor Delon
13 Top rapper
18 No __ done
22 Overdue-debts
25 Capital north of
Butte
27 Heap
29 Bon_
(witticism)
30 William Inge play
31 Safe haven
32 Eye network
33 Alcidine
shorebird
34 Coarse crowd
37 Self-esteem
38 Earn as profit
40 Legal claim
42 Recipe .amount
45 Coniferous
evergreen
48 Result
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Last issue solved
49
50
51
54

Yellow cab
Defense focus
Bricklayer
Enclosing
structure
55 Pick up the tab
56 Kinda
'

58 Horse feed
59 Egress
60 Ivy League
member
63 Roman
threesome
65 Do the lawn

Solution and new puzzles.in next issue's Classifieds

Unusual electives may not be
the 'easy 1\. some students seek
Quality Brewing and Fine Kelly Ferris. "I think this
Beer may. Colloquially information is especially
listening to punk rock, but known as 'Beer Class,' the important for students to
rather as an academic."
course is offered by the know because they are the
Montague sees teaching a Rosen School of Hospitality ones affected by these
course about punk rock as a. and considered one of their issues."
way of uniting students and more popular electives.
Due to the type of inforprofessors through a com"I think it's every college mation covered in the class, ·
mon interest.
student's dream to take a a frank atmosphere helps
"Just getting together and class about beer," hospitality students better understand
talking about puilk rock with man'a gement major Greg and process the material.
students is gre;lt,'' he said. Nawrocki said
·~ majority of the presen"It's a great way to really
While the class may tations are interactive and
connect with the students.''
sound like something out of really allow students to
This common interest is '~nimal House," there is apply their knowledge first
what inspired digital media actually more to it than just hand, which definitely helps
major Ricky Surillo to sign . downing brew after brew.
with the learning process,"
up for the course.
"We are learning more Ferris said. "Nothing really
"I listen to punk in the than I thought we would," surprised me, but I was
newest variations, so I fig- Nawrocki said. "My favorite caught off guard· by how
ured learning the history of part of the class is the histo- open some people were with
it would be fun/' Surillo said. ry that we learn. It is amaz- their experiences · and
However, not all students ing to see how beer has knowledge."
who sign up for ·the class become part of society. It is
Graduate
assistant
have a vested interest in the more than just a social bev- Stephanie Mueller agreed
genre. Mariana Chao took erage, it's a way of life in that the information learned
the class to fulfill an academ- many parts of the world."
in · Sex, Drugs and Three
ic requirement.
In addition to drinking a Credit Hours would help
·~s a music major, I had
variety of hops-based bever- promote better understandto take a certain number of ages, Nawrocki also hopes to ing across the board
upper-division
require- take the information learned
"Student taking HL:J?2701
ments and I tried hard to in class and apply it to his will act as REAL peers by
avoid most of the classical career.
taking the information that
music history electives,'' she
"This class is excellent for they are learning in the
said
my future in the industry course and sharing it with
Despite the unusual sub- because I will be working ·t heir peers," Mueller said
ject matter, Punk in the His- with food and beverage on a
Despite the array of offtory and Practice of Rock is daily basis. I will be able to beat electives offered by
still an upper-lever academ- assist my clients with pairing UCF, students would like to
ic elective with an upper- certain beers with the meals see a greater variety of
level workload.
they have chosen," he said. choices, especially ones con"I ended up dropping it "In fact, I have already cerning media, such as telebecause there were a series signed up for the wine class vision, video games and
of three different 10-page this spring in order to be comic books.
papers due throughout the well-versed in this art."
"I'd like to see a' philosocourse,'' Surillo said. "I just
As well as courses about phy on television course,''
didn't have the time to put music and beer, UCF also Chao said. "Philosophy on
that much effort into an elec- offers the cle:verly-titled 'The Simpsons,' 'Seinfeld' or
tive."
course Sex, Drugs aµd Three 'Buffy The Vampire Slayer.'
If you prefer very talka- Credit Hours, A prerequisite There are already published
tive lyrics and bombastic for applying for a Peer Edu- books out there to guide the
beats to stripped-down gui- cator position at The REAL course."
tars and anarchy in the U.K., Project or Reach for Well"I'd like to see a class that
UCF also offers a course ness, the course covers sub- maybe requires you to read
titled Hip-Hop in the Ameri- jects ranging from alcohol comic books and see how
can Culture. In addition to and drug abuse to se:Xual they relate to the real world
deconstructing the works of wellness and social justice.
then and now," Surillo said.
Tupac Shakur, Melle Mel
"The class not only to "Maybe do the same with
and Chuck D., the course informs students of major video games - how they've
features other elements of college health issues, but changed the world and
hip-hop culture such as the also equips them with the such."
artistry behind tagging and tools and knowledge necesBiology major Paul
break dancing.
sary to. conduct interactive Koseenanonth agreed: "It
If music doesn't whet workshops on these issues,'' would be like mythology for
your whistle, a seminar in said Reach peer educator a new generatio•" /
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llVIAZDA
"BUMPER TO BUMPER"
LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 5~000 MILES

AM/FM/CD, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry, .
Automatic, Air Conditioning

MAZDA

ROADSIDE
ASSISTA CE -

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Stk #6N391052
Stk #6N404349

,,

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM
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Lease from

**
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

/MO-

Model Code:05716

FROM ONLY

+

with $1,999 down

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

I

I

I

,

Stk #6L560481
Stk #6L584674
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OFF

MSRP

Model Code:42216

UPTO

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.

,(

• 4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps
.....;;~ ...,,.....,.-...-0~.r:

NOW IN STOCK! Ready For lmmedjate Delivery

,~

.STK #701 03904
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Save Up To

, !!

+

I
I

I ii

OFF

MSRP
Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability Control,
244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes,,Side Airbags, 18" Wheels
FROM ONLY

+

I~
I
I

"Cash back from Nissan on new 2006 Altimas, 2006 Xterras, 2006 Sentras, 2006 Frontiers ~ludjng Crew Cab} ~d 2007 Versas. Offers expire on October 2,
.
2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. ffDeferred interest added ta contract balance and payable over relll8Jning contract term. New purchases only. Subject to credit approval.
Nat available in Pennsylvania See Nissan dealer far details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symboi NMAC and Nissan model namas are Nissan trademarks. @2006 Nissan Nanh America, Inc.
"3&-month closed-end lease with $1,999 total due at lease inception, which includes. First payment of $299, security deposit of $0, and cash or trade equity of $1,700. All advertised pricing
00es not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, <VlYaverage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credrt to qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Sevenly of credit may
ffifect dawn payment and APR All bankruptcies must be discharged. + Savings based on dealer discount and/or faclory rebate. Example: 2006 Nissan Sentra 1.8S (MSRP of $17.415),
mtludes factory rebate of $2,250 and a dealer rebate of $1.150. Nissan Sentra 1.8S sale price $14,015. 2006 Nissan Xterra (MSRP of $28.745}. includes factory rebate of $1.000 and a
dea'er rebate of S2,500. Nissan Xterra sale price S25.245. Dealer document processing fee of $599 is not included in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. Att
offers not to be used in conjunclion. All vehicles subjeci to prior sale. Pictures for illustration pu1 pases only. Nat responsible far typographical errors

+ All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Maida 3 and CX-7 through dealer to qualify for S1,000 rebate. ++ Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory

rebate. Example: 2006 Maida Tribute includes factory rebate of S3.000, $500 MAC and/or dealer discount of $2,500. Dealer document processing tee of $599 is not
included in advertised prices. Alt rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for
illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical error~.
'
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SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat9-9 Sun 11-6

Mon-Fri 9-9 Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6 Sat 8-5

RVI EH URS:

NISSAN

MAZDA

HWY 436 Betw-n Colonial a. University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

H WV 436 Between Colonl~I a. flnlverslty Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

.1-800-639-7000

..,
f

mazml'

Ff I IAL AUTO G OUP SPONS
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Hl.ETICS.•
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